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                            We understand: the worst thing is to make up your mind. But we are ready to be there and prove that each of our students is capable of creating music. We are for...
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                                        Playing the Guitar

                                    

                                    
                                        Teaching musical notation.An individual approach to each student.Studying the repertoire of different eras (from early...
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                                        Playing the Piano

                                    

                                    
                                        Professional hand positioning.Teaching musical notation.Development of imaginative thinking, memory, hearing.Education and development of technical skills...
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                                        Vocal Courses

                                    

                                    
                                        Professional voice production.A unique teaching method based on the classical Italian vocal school.Statement of singing...
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                                        Violin

                                    

                                    
                                        The violin - often compared in sound to the human voice - it knows how...
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                                        Saxophone courses

                                    

                                    
                                        The saxophone has an amazing charming timbre and tremendous technical capabilities. Playing on it liberates,...
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                                        Jazz vocal courses for adults and children

                                    

                                    
                                        Jazz became the progenitor of a huge number of musical styles. It influences the development...

                                    

                                

                            

                        

                    
                    

                

            

        


    
	
		
			
    
    				
				Online music lessons
			
		    	
			
				
Today, Skype training is no longer a new and quite convenient format. Our music school has also adapted a number of disciplines that can and makes sense to study online without losing quality.




To learn music online to be effective and enjoyable, you need to have high-speed Internet, a computer, phone or tablet, as well as your own musical instrument.




Skype training has its own nuances, which is why not all disciplines are presented online in our music school, before starting classes, you need to consult with a teacher, you can take a trial lesson in a chosen subject.




Latest News



	[image: ]
Essential Accessories for Beginner Vinyl EnthusiastsIf you have only recently jumped head first and bought yourself a lovely new record player, well done! However, I have to say that not…

	[image: ]
How to Pick the Best Record Player for BeginnersYou’re probably a fan of good music and are thinking about buying your first vinyl turntable. But where to start? You’re in luck! I’m here…

	[image: ]
Enhancing Gaming Experience with Quality Music from Online Music SchoolsMusic remains a pivotal part of our daily lives, acting as a universal language that bridges people worldwide. In the world of both online and…

	[image: ]
Choosing the Right Music Academy: A Step-by-Step GuideChoosing the right music academy is a crucial decision for aspiring musicians and music enthusiasts. Whether you’re seeking professional training or pursuing music as a…





We’ve Helped The Following Brands:
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A Plus Moving Group is n expert team of packers, drivers, and movers that you can completely trust with your relocation in USA. Our Charlotte movers have been working for 6 years.
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Companies looking to efficiently gather data from various online sources often utilize a web scraper, a tool that automates the process of extracting data from websites.
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 Find the best online casino in Ukraine on the site www.gazeta.lviv.ua. The best choice from experts in the niche! 
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Find the best non-GamStop online casinos and betting sites. Reports and reviews from true British experts only on www.nongamstopwager.com.
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We’ve picked and reviewed best receiver under 1000 so that you don’t have to spend hours searching through every review on the internet. This guide will help steer you in the right direction so that your living room can be filled with sound!
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MarineTraffic is a web-based service that provides real-time information and tracking of ships and maritime traffic around the world.
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Pokiez Casino invites you to play 500+ online casino games in a fun and friendly environment. Get ready for hours of adrenaline pumping action with $1,000 Welcome Bonus. After registration, you will get Pokiez Help 24/7, games with the best music, graphics and jackpots for your first-class gambling online. And we take your security very seriously and have implemented advanced data encryption technology. You do not need to download any software or applications to enjoy poker, blackjack or virtual sports with us.
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Our Francis Lai Academy conducted a series of vocal lessons for the team of the Austrian brand Lucky Days with the support of Philipp Ganster, a casino expert. We thank them for choosing our service and recommend their project to our readers.
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At our heavy truck alignment center in Vancouver, we specialize in precision wheel alignment services for commercial and heavy-duty trucks. Our experienced technicians utilize state-of-the-art equipment to ensure optimal performance, safety, and tire longevity for your fleet, minimizing downtime and maximizing efficiency on the road.
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		Practice
			We confirm by practice – any person at any age and with any data can practice music. We successfully train both those who have never studied music in their life, and those who have already been trained.
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